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Be more productive with a reimagined authoring experience
Get started faster with the new welcome screen. Take full advantage of support for 
HD displays and the new interface. Do more with the new Project Manager and a 
reorganized menu which is now searchable, and displays keyboard shortcuts. Gain 

more working space with restructured pods.

Publish content for any device
Deliver your content to any device. Use new frameless Responsive HTML5 layouts 
with intuitive navigation and first-of-its-kind search autocomplete. Publish a Basic 

HTML5 output that is lightweight, easily sharable, and fully customizable.

Do more with advanced XML/DITA capabilities
Author with ease using the revamped DITA authoring templates, for DITA 1.3 and 
1.2. Manage DITA cross-references optimally with multiple usability enhancements. 
Use the improved, resizable Keyspace Manager. Work easily with an enhanced 
structure view and new status bar that shows the element path.

Adobe FrameMaker (2017 release) 
Easily author and publish multilingual technical content across mobile, web, 
desktop, and print.

Adobe FrameMaker (2017 release) is the industry-standard tool for authoring and 
publishing multilingual technical content across mobile, web, desktop, and print. 
Easily work with unstructured and structured content in the same  
documentation–however long and complex. Work faster and smarter with 
advanced XML/DITA capabilities. Publish content as Responsive HTML5, Mobile 
App, PDF, EPUB, Kindle, CHM, and more. Deliver next-generation HTML5 layouts 
with best-in-class search and navigation.

The all-new
Adobe FrameMaker
(2017 release)

Why you should buy  
Adobe FrameMaker  
(2017 release)?

New user >

Upgrader >

www.adobetechcommdemo.com
https://www.adobe.com/products/framemaker/download-trial/try.html
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Top reasons to buy Adobe FrameMaker (2017 release)

• Smoother import of Microsoft Word files
Map styles while importing Word documents into FrameMaker, or create new ones automatically 
from the imported styles. Bring in Word formatting and inline Word styles. Configure settings just 
once and reuse them across your Word documents.

• DITA 1.3 support
Now get out-of-the-box support for DITA 1.3 topic types, including topic, task, concept, 
reference, glossentry, glossgroup, DITA, and the new troubleshooting learningObjectMap and 

learningGroupMap.

• Out-of-the-box multi-channel,  
multi-device publishing
Deliver content to any device from within 
FrameMaker. Publish as Responsive HTML5, EPUB, 
Kindle, PDF, CHM and Adobe Experience Manager 
Mobile. Create content-centric mobile apps with 
a single click. Define settings once and share them 
organization-wide.

• Next-generation Responsive HTML5 layouts
Deliver personalized content experiences with new frameless Responsive HTML5 layouts that 
have best-in-class search and navigation. Enjoy a richer viewing experience as layout icons have 

been optimized for HD displays. Show or hide widgets, such as glossary and TOC.

• Search faster with autocomplete
Deliver a best-in-class search experience to end 
users with first-of-its-kind search autocomplete and 
more contextual search results. Provide users with 
automatic suggestions as they type, displaying the 
frequency of occurrence for each alongside.

• Customizable Basic HTML5 output
Generate lightweight, easily sharable Basic HTML5 code with no layouts and JavaScript, which 
can then be customized via CSS for a unique look and feel.

• Bidirectional language support
Enjoy support for right-to-left(RTL)  
languages— Arabic, Hebrew, and Farsi. Work with RTL and left-to-right (LTR) content in the same 
paragraph, document or book. Reduce DTP work with the new direction property. Set up the 
document and flip it—all inherited objects will also change direction.

• Personalization with Dynamic Content Filters
Give end users a more personalized content experience with improved Dynamic Content Filters 
that now support indexes. Users can select appropriate filters to view relevant content.

• Content personalization for DITA content
Now directly use DITA attributes for content as criteria in Dynamic Content Filters, making it even 
easier to create personalized content experiences for your end users.

• Packager
Share projects easily with colleagues, subject matter experts, and translators. Create a self-
contained package of your documents, books or DITA maps. The packager includes all dependent 
files, such as referenced files and images and configuration files.
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Top reasons to upgrade to Adobe FrameMaker (2017 release)

• Next-generation Responsive HTML5 
layouts 
Deliver personalized content experiences with new 
frameless Responsive HTML5 layouts that have 
best-in-class search and navigation. Enjoy a richer 
viewing experience as layout icons have been 
optimized for HD displays. Show or hide widgets, 

such as glossary and TOC.

• Customizable Basic HTML5 output 

Generate lightweight, easily sharable Basic HTML5 code with no layouts and JavaScript, which 

can then be customized via CSS for a unique look and feel.

• Support for high resolution displays
Now work with the full clarity of high definition displays (up to 4K - 3840 x 2160), as FrameMaker 
automatically scales to fit the system resolution. Enjoy the new interface with crisp icons and a 

richer contrast ratio. 

• Revamped DITA authoring templates
Author with ease using the revamped DITA authoring templates, for DITA 1.3 and 1.2. Work more 

easily with the improved look and feel. 

• Search faster with autocomplete
Deliver a best-in-class search experience to end users with first-of-its-kind search autocomplete 
and more contextual search results. Provide users with automatic suggestions as they type, 
displaying the frequency of occurrence for each alongside.

• Bigger and better welcome screen
Get to work faster with a new-age, more user-
friendly welcome screen that allows you to quickly 
create new documents or open recent files. Also, 
access structured and unstructured items from 
one page. Connect to a repository or file system 
effortlessly. 

• Search for menu commands 
Find menu commands faster by using the new menu search feature. Rather than looking for a 
command among the menu options, you can just type the name and hit enter. 

• Enhanced structure view
Work more easily with your XML structure. Show or hide text based on your convenience and 
need. Enjoy a larger work area by collapsing elements and attributes for entire sub-trees. Get a 
visual indication of the element in focus and validity of a drop. 

• Enhanced visual conditional indicators 
Easily identify which conditions have been applied to various types of content, such as images, 
tables, graphics, and anchored frames, with consistent formatting. Use conditional tag formatting 
rules to easily identify conditional content in your document. 

• DITA 1.3 support
Now get out-of-the-box support for DITA 1.3 topic types, including topic, task, concept, 
reference, glossentry, glossgroup, DITA, and the new troubleshooting learningObjectMap and 
learningGroupMap.

Adobe FrameMaker

Help Center > Graphics and Objects

Getting started

FrameMaker basics

Page layout and templates

Editing content

Tables

Single-sourcing content

What is a free team, and what can I do with this feature?

Give people view-only access to your files

My files are missing. How do I get them back?

How do I migrate my data from a server to Dropbox?

What do I do if Dropbox is stuck syncing, won’t launch, 
or reports an error?

Books and long documents

Object styles

Review and collaboration

Structured authoring

Structured authoring using DITA

Print and publish

Content Management System

Scripting in FrameMaker

Appendix
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^This product may integrate with or allow access to certain Adobe or third-party hosted online services (“Online Services”). Online Services are available only 
to users 13 and older and require agreement to additional terms of use and Adobe’s online privacy policy (www.adobe.com/go/terms). Online Services are 
not available in all countries or languages, may require user registration, and may be discontinued or modified in whole or in part without notice. Additional 
fees or subscription charges may apply.

Adobe, the Adobe logo, and FrameMaker are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or other 
countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

© 2017 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights reserved.

Adobe Systems Incorporated 
345 Park Avenue 
San Jose, CA 95110-2704  
USA 
www.adobe.com

Want to know more about 
Adobe FrameMaker  
(2017 release)?

For any questions, please reach out to us at techcomm@adobe.com

System requirements

Supported software

•  Intel® Pentium® 4 or faster processor 

•  Microsoft® Windows® 10, 8.1, or 7

•  1 GB of RAM (2 GB recommended) 

•  3 GB of available hard disk space for installation; additional free space required during 
installation (cannot install on a volume that uses a case-sensitive file system or on removable 
flash storage devices)

•  JRE 8

•  DVD-ROM drive

•  Maximum supported screen resolution – 4K (3480 x 2160, 8.3 megapixel, aspect ratio 16:9)

This software will not operate without activation. Broadband Internet connection and 
registration required for software activation, validation of subscriptions, and access to Online 
Services.^ Phone activation is not available.

•  Microsoft® Office 365 (only documents downloaded from Office 365) or  
Microsoft® Word 2013, 2010

•  Adobe Acrobat Pro DC (2015 release) or XI

•  Adobe Captivate 9 or 8

•  EMC Documentum 7.2 or 6.7

•  Microsoft® SharePoint 2013 or 2010

•  Adobe Experience Manager (previously Adobe CQ) 6.2 and 6.1

•  DitaExchange

•  DITA-OT 2.3

•  Adobe RoboHelp Server 10

mailto:techcomm%40adobe.com?subject=
http://www.adobe.com/products/framemaker.html
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